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Mining Mining
York Minster
York Minster
A detailed
A detailed
visual and
visual
material
and material
language
language
has been
hascreated
been created
by processes
by processes
sursurrounding
rounding
the mapping,
the mapping,
restoration
restoration
and dissemination
and dissemination
of stoneoffrom
stone
York
from
MinYork Minster. Damaged
ster. Damaged
stones extracted
stones extracted
from thefrom
building’s
the building’s
facade facade
are annually
are annually
auc- auctioned off
tioned
to the
offpublic
to thetopublic
help to
support
help support
the ongoing
the ongoing
restoration
restoration
project. project.
Larger Larger
pieces of
pieces
the Minster
of the Minster
can make
canthousands
make thousands
of pounds,
of pounds,
but on the
but day,
on the
smaller
day, smaller
pieces are
pieces
carefully
are carefully
arranged
arranged
on long on
tables.
long Iftables.
you get
If you
there
get
early
there
enough,
early enough,
have have
a keen eye
a keen
andeye
areand
prepared
are prepared
to queue,
to queue,
you canyou
pickcan
up pick
a piece
up aofpiece
this historic
of this historic
buildingbuilding
easily. easily.
I was surprised
I was surprised
to see how
to see
many
howpeople
many attended
people attended
the auction
the auction
and howand
much
how much
value was
value
being
wasimposed
being imposed
on this material
on this material
by the public.
by the Apublic.
large A
number
large number
of peo- of people livedplein lived
York,inenjoyed
York, enjoyed
the building
the building
and simply
and wanted
simply wanted
a smallamemento
small memento
- something
- something
to take to
home
takeand
home
cement
and cement
a more apersonal
more personal
connection
connection
with thewith the
Minster.Minster.
Others had
Others
their
had
eye
their
on eye
larger
onpieces,
larger pieces,
to be carted
to be off
carted
across
off the
across
city the city
and become
and become
focal points
focalinpoints
gardens.
in gardens.
Since then,
SinceI have
then, heard
I haveofheard
pieces
of being
pieces being
repurposed
repurposed
into lamps,
into coat
lamps,
hooks
coatand
hooks
even
and
paving
even slabs.
pavingSharing
slabs. Sharing
the fabric
theoffabric of
the minster
the minster
to be repurposed
to be repurposed
across the
across
city and
the city
beyond
and beyond
makes you
makes
rethink
you how
rethink how
you define
youadefine
building’s
a building’s
positionposition
and value.
and value.
People at
People
the auction
at the auction
seemedseemed
to be drawn
to betodrawn
the more
to the
detailed
more detailed
decorative
decorative
items. items.
I think this
I think
wasthis
duewas
to adue
sense
to aofsense
the initial
of thecraftsmanship
initial craftsmanship
put intoput
theinto
pieces,
the pieces,
now mostly
now lost
mostly
duelost
to due
erosion
to erosion
and weathering.
and weathering.
I purchased
I purchased
two stones
two stones
cut
cut
away from
away
a 13th
fromCentury
a 13th Century
clerestory
clerestory
window.window.
I was attracted
I was attracted
to thesetointhese
particin particular because
ular because
unlike the
unlike
rest,the
they
rest,
hadthey
been
had
cutbeen
into cut
slabs
intowhen
slabsbeing
whenremoved
being removed
from thefrom
building.
the building.
Each stone
Eachhad
stone
twohad
verytwo
clean
verycut
clean
parallel
cut parallel
surfaces,
surfaces,
contrastcontrasting a very
ingweathered
a very weathered
profiled profiled
face. They
face.
seemed
They seemed
to be talking
to be more
talking
about
moretheir
about their
removalremoval
process,process,
which interested
which interested
me andme
made
andme
made
think…
me think…
… what…
dowhat
you do
callyou
a piece
call aofpiece
stoneofremoved
stone removed
and replaced
and replaced
from a building’s
from a building’s
facade?facade?
I have been
I havetrying
beentotrying
understand
to understand
and unravel
and unravel
what these
whatpieces
these of
pieces
stoneofare
stone are
and reconcile
and reconcile
my relationship
my relationship
to themto
ever
them
since.
ever since.
I thought
I thought
a lot about
a lotwhat
about
it means
what it to
means
stop and
to stop
asses
andthese
assesremoved
these removed
stones at
stones at
this specific
this specific
point in point
their timeline.
in their timeline.
I am mining
I am these
miningthings
thesefor
things
value,
forwhen
value,rewhen really it is ally
all too
it iseasy
all too
to easy
dismiss
to dismiss
them asthem
just stone.
as justI stone.
don’t think
I don’t
everything
think everything
that’s that’s
old should
old accrue
should accrue
value and
value
deserve
and deserve
recognition,
recognition,
but I became
but I became
fascinated
fascinated
by
by
how these
howstones
these sit
stones
so comfortably
sit so comfortably
betweenbetween
so manysovast
many
processes
vast processes
of pro- of production duction
and topics
andoftopics
discussion.
of discussion.
These stones
These are
stones
so hard
are so
to hard
lock down
to lockand
down and
define indefine
wordsinas
words
things
asbeyond
things beyond
their material.
their material.
Almost Almost
all of the
all terminology
of the terminology
surrounding
surrounding
stone masonry
stone masonry
and architecture
and architecture
is
is
tetheredtethered
very closely
very closely
to building
to building
and processes
and processes
leading leading
to a structure’s
to a structure’s
com- completion, pletion,
maintenance
maintenance
and repair.
and Irepair.
found Imyself
found looking
myself looking
throughthrough
glossaries
glossaries
of
of
terms but
terms
couldn’t
but couldn’t
find anything
find anything
about what
about
is what
replaced,
is replaced,
or things
orthat
things
may
that
end
may end
up further
up afield
furtherfrom
afield
thefrom
building
the building
itself. A itself.
lot of terms
A lot ofwere
terms
describing
were describing
little more
little more
than waste
than material
waste material
that could
thatbe
could
repurposed
be repurposed
as rubble,
as rubble,
so I started
so I started
to look to look
further afield.
further afield.

Palimpsest
is for
a term
for material
writing material
that is reused
still visible
shows visible
Palimpsest
is a term
writing
that is reused
but still but
shows
of text
earlier
text orInteresting,
form. Interesting,
theI think
morethrough
I think through
traces oftraces
earlier
or form.
but the but
more
the pro-the process, extracting
stone
the minster
a voidthan
rather
than aThe
trace. The
cess, extracting
stone from
thefrom
minster
creates creates
a void rather
a trace.
newinserted
stones inserted
into its are
facade
are theHeld
trace.
Held together
with they
mortar, they
new stones
into its facade
the trace.
together
with mortar,
are surrounded
olderand
stone
and context
can be
read
and understood,
ilare surrounded
by olderby
stone
context
that canthat
be read
and
understood,
illustrating
the
functional
process
I
am
trying
to
understand.
The
removed
stones
lustrating the functional process I am trying to understand. The removed stones
the weathering
being
part minster.
of York minster.
Aged,
hard
andprone
brittle, prone
bear thebear
weathering
of beingofpart
of York
Aged, hard
and
brittle,
faults;
thisthey
is why
they
were removed
andbe
would
be unsuitable
to be reworked.
to faults;tothis
is why
were
removed
and would
unsuitable
to be reworked.
theyNo.
relics?
No.
They
are stillnot
active,
notreliant
solelyon
reliant
on referencing
Are theyAre
relics?
They
are
still active,
solely
referencing
some- something
lostall
- after
all the minster
is still standing
strong.
A souvenir?
commodity?
thing lost
- after
the minster
is still standing
strong. A
souvenir?
commodity?
memento?
Maybe
for
some,
but
these
all
seem
wrong
to
me.
They
were made
memento? Maybe for some, but these all seem wrong to me. They were made
with purpose
to fit, support
and engage
withparts.
otherI parts.
I like
idea that
with purpose
to fit, support
and engage
with other
like the
ideathe
that
someone
could
track
downdisplaced
every displaced
of York minster
get a long
someone
could track
down
every
piece ofpiece
York minster
and get and
a long
way to reconstructing
its old
out facade,
butthe
I think
the more
way to reconstructing
sectionssections
of its oldofworn
outworn
facade,
but I think
more
interesting
to ask
nowthese
is: canthings
thesestand
thingsalone?
standAnd
alone?
And
if so, what
interesting
questionquestion
to ask now
is: can
if so,
what
howdomuch
they divulge
to a viewer?
and howand
much
they do
divulge
to a viewer?
It’s fascinating
of building
can its
create
own systems.
closed systems.
I
It’s fascinating
how thishow
kindthis
of kind
building
can create
own its
closed
I
found
the Minster
uses imperial
measurements
all its berepairs befound out
that out
the that
Minster
still usesstill
imperial
measurements
for all itsfor
repairs
cause
initial
unit of measurement
is this defiance
of outside
cause that
wasthat
thewas
initialthe
unit
of measurement
used. It used.
is this Itdefiance
of outside
influences
and modernisation
thatthese
I thinkstone
thesefragments
stone fragments
have somehow
influences
and modernisation
that I think
have somehow
managed
shed.
They
a distance
and autonomy
their
own,iswhich is
managed
to shed.toThey
have
a have
distance
and autonomy
of their of
own,
which
much
more
permeable
and
is
why
they
can
be
repurposed.
This
quality
much more permeable and is why they can be repurposed. This quality is what is what
me to them.
attractedattracted
me to them.
Aredisplaced
these displaced
stones sculpture?
not
sure.
They reference
and even
Are these
stones sculpture?
I’m not I’m
sure.
They
reference
and even
represent
partminster,
of the minster,
andunpicking
I think unpicking
and critiquing
this material
represent
a part ofathe
and I think
and critiquing
this material
as
I
would
a
sculptural
object
has
been
valuable
for
me
trying
to
understand
as I would a sculptural object has been valuable for me trying to understand
them. Ihope
would
hope
the specific
formal qualities
these is
stones
is enough
them. I would
that
the that
specific
formal qualities
of theseofstones
enough
to lead someone
line of inquiry,
but my biggest
is that will
no-one will
to lead someone
down a down
line ofainquiry,
but my biggest
worry isworry
that no-one
carethese
aboutthings
thesewithout
things without
the context
of the minster
behind them.
care about
the context
of the minster
behind them.
about
the as
stones
or signifiers
of the minster
PerhapsPerhaps
thinkingthinking
about the
stones
signsasorsigns
signifiers
of the minster
that canthat can
exist
in
the
public
realm
and
gesture
toward
the
processes
that
exist in the public realm and gesture toward the processes that informedinformed
their their
best.
far will someone
getconfronted
when confronted
by this Istone? I
creationcreation
is best. is
But
howBut
far how
will someone
get when
by this stone?
think them
putting
them
back
theview
public
view
with direction
and intention,
think putting
back
into
the into
public
with
direction
and intention,
without without
relying
on a rambling
text, is important.
In ways
a lot of
ways I the
admire
the confidence
relying on
a rambling
text, is important.
In a lot of
I admire
confidence
turn aofpiece
of this building
into and
a lamp
the resolve
of making
a
needed needed
to turn atopiece
this building
into a lamp
the and
resolve
of making
a
functional
object,
butwant
I don’t
ruinwhat
or lose
what attracted
me to
functional
object, but
I don’t
to want
ruin ortolose
attracted
me to them
in them
the in the
first
place.
How
much/little
do
I
need
to
do
to
let
someone
in?
I
like
first place. How much/little do I need to do to let someone in? I like the ideathe
of idea of
using
thelanguage
formal language
sign point
to help
point a in
viewer
in the
right direction,
using the
formal
of a signoftoa help
a viewer
the right
direction,
using
the colouration,
shape, colouration,
and orientation
these to
stones
using the
shape,
and orientation
of theseofstones
alludetotoallude
my to my
and
theirwithout
origin without
ever to
having
to explicitly
facts
researchresearch
and their
origin
ever having
explicitly
divulge divulge
facts that
will that will
weighordown
pushthings
theseinward
things upon
inward
upon themselves.
weigh down
push or
these
themselves.
Hopefully,
and context,
I canout
figure
outfor
a way
for someone
to
Hopefully,
throughthrough
display display
and context,
I can figure
a way
someone
to
withstones
these and
stones
theI have
ideas touched
I have touched
upon,deciding
finally deciding
engage engage
with these
theand
ideas
upon, finally
to callpieces
these of
pieces
of removed
and replaced
stone. Perhaps
what to what
call these
removed
and replaced
stone. Perhaps
I need toI need
be to be
bolder
and declare
these artworks,
stones artworks,
readymades
or sculptures
and have
bolder and
declare
these stones
readymades
or sculptures
and have
done
with
it, butplacing
simply placing
these within
stonesa within
gallery
and declaring
done with
it, but
simply
these stones
gallerya and
declaring
them them
art
seems
too
much
like
attaching
a
lightbulb
and
making
a
lamp
for
me.
art seems too much like attaching a lightbulb and making a lamp for me.

Spolia Spolia
The
term(derived
spolia (derived
the
latin, ‘spoils’),
to building
stone
The term
spolia
from thefrom
latin,
‘spoils’),
refers torefers
building
stone that
hasthat has
been repurposed
new construction,
or decorative
sculpture
that is reused
to
been repurposed
for newfor
construction,
or decorative
sculpture
that is reused
to
form
new monuments.
It describes
a process
which quarried,
and worked
form new
monuments.
It describes
a process
in whichinquarried,
cut andcut
worked
stone
that
once formed
of a structure
is transported
elsewhere
and incorpostone that
once
formed
part of apart
structure
is transported
elsewhere
and incorporated
intobuilding
a new building
process.
Often,ofsigns
of the original
stones original
use remain
rated into
a new
process.
Often, signs
the stones
use remain
after
this
sometimes
unintended
shift
in
purpose
and
place.
after this sometimes unintended shift in purpose and place.
How
can I incorporate
theseinto
stone
into physical
a new physical
and mental
structure
of
How can
I incorporate
these stone
a new
and mental
structure
of
my own?
my own?
I don’ttowant
to narrate
these stones
art them
or talkinto
them
into something
I don’t want
narrate
these stones
into art into
or talk
something
more more
than
they
are.There
is
a
danger
of
being
too
precious,
coveting
these
things as
than they are.There is a danger of being too precious, coveting these things as
a commodity
scarce commodity
and ultimately
becoming
too scared
to do anything
a scarce
and ultimately
becoming
too scared
to do anything
to/with to/with
them.
fear is already
setting
in. If I myself
corner into
myself
notable
being
able to make
them. The
fearThe
is already
setting in.
If I corner
notinto
being
to make
mistakes
be playful,
I have
lost something
important.
My pursuit
mistakes
and be and
playful,
I have lost
something
important.
My pursuit
of theseof these
things should
not be academic
purely academic
and theoretical,
not interested
things should
not be purely
and theoretical,
I’m not I’m
interested
in ac- in accumulating
information
these to
stones
to substantiate
and elevate
cumulating
information
around around
these stones
substantiate
and elevate
them. I them. I
need
to
physically
do
something.
need to physically do something.
nice tothe
know
the term
proper
for my stones,
but to
having
make
do and strugIt’s niceIt’s
to know
proper
forterm
my stones,
but having
maketodo
and strugwith defining
and explaining
their qualities
othermeant
terms that
meant
that I had
gle withgle
defining
and explaining
their qualities
in otherinterms
I had
also
set of material
and societal
connotations
thatwith
came
with that
to also to
take
ontake
a setonofamaterial
and societal
connotations
that came
that
language.
Thesewere
ideasseparate
were separate
my stones
and
ill fit provided
language.
These ideas
from myfrom
stones
and their
ill their
fit provided
me
with
another
way
of
thinking
about
them
a
kind
of
useful
perspective
or
me with another way of thinking about them - a kind of useful perspective or
is tootoo
neat,
too wrapped
The
these stones
tension.tension.
PerhapsPerhaps
spolia isspolia
too neat,
wrapped
up. Theup.
idea
of idea
theseofstones
beingorsigns
or signifiers
more
than
their material
worth
still greatly
interests
being signs
signifiers
of moreofthan
their
material
worth still
greatly
interests
butto
I need
findofa creating
way of creating
an experience
for a that
viewer
that activates
me, butme,
I need
find atoway
an experience
for a viewer
activates
these objects,
expressing
their nuances
my encounter
withwithout
them without
these objects,
expressing
their nuances
and myand
encounter
with them
relying
on
text.
I
don’t
know
if
the
term
spolia
will
help
me
come
to
terms with
relying on text. I don’t know if the term spolia will help me come to terms with
and resolve
these but
ideas,
but atI now
leastknow
I nowwhat
knowtowhat
to call
my stones
and resolve
these ideas,
at least
call my
stones
in the in the
meantime.
meantime.
Bigger Bigger
I like
my research
has my
taken
my thoughts
farfrom
awaythese
from these
I like the
factthe
thatfact
mythat
research
has taken
thoughts
far away
As objects,
they
an incredible
heldthem;
withinthey
them;
they carry
stones.stones.
As objects,
they have
anhave
incredible
distancedistance
held within
carry
ideasbigger
much than
bigger
of a process
thatmore
spansthan
more
than any
ideas much
methan
andme
areand
partare
of apart
process
that spans
any
one person’s
I met
the master
York Minster,
one person’s
lifetime.lifetime.
When I When
met the
master
mason mason
at York at
Minster,
he said he
he said he
justtoabout
the restoration
a new section
of the minster.
He quickly
was justwas
about
start to
thestart
restoration
of a newofsection
of the minster.
He quickly
followed
up
this
statement
by
adding
that
the
project
won’t
be
finished
before he
followed up this statement by adding that the project won’t be finished before he
dies.
The and
weight
and
time imbued
in the structure
and
suchhas
tasks
has strongly
dies. The
weight
time
imbued
in the structure
and such
tasks
strongly
influenced
my approach
the responsibility
feelthe
to ‘right
do thething’
‘rightwith
thing’ with
influenced
my approach
and theand
responsibility
I feel toI do
these (whatever
stones (whatever
thatbe).
might be).
these stones
that might
StalledStalled
friendtocame
A friendAcame
visit. to visit.
Weabout
talkedthese
aboutstones
these and
stones
and I questioned
I had with
stalled
my work.
We talked
I questioned
if I had ifstalled
mywith
work.
They
still excited.
They said
I’msaid
still I’m
excited.
I
think
I
am
too.
I think I am too.
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